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Saturday History Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: MariettaRobert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Saturday:

2:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: Tara & Rama
T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [8-9 pm MST 1-641-715-3650 pin 353 863#] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
• BBS Phone Line:

1 – 888-429-5471

1-716-748-0144

NO PIN REQUIRED: this line is very, very clear!

B Conference Call:

1-641-715-3650

C Skype:

BBSradio2

D

This # picks up the first available line.

PIN #

353 863#

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down on LHS; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Saturday History Call with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one
being at the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:00 – 10:30 pm EST

Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 972400##
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C

Wednesdays:

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only: 1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#

Opening Meditation:

2016-09-03

9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#

Cheryl Croci
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Housekeeping:
BBS:

Cheryl Croci

• A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• The radio program costs $300 per week; we need $300 for this week.
SO MUCH GRATITUDE FOR KEEPING US CAUGHT UP !!!

• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program or MariettaRobert's Stargate Round Table
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
[Please note inside that it's for T&R; MR]
Paradise, CA
95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.
T & R: • Their full-time, life time commitment is to be tuned in to what is really going on behind the
artificial world we see around us. They don't ask for anything but they do require food, gas, a
home, and access to BBS Radio on order to get this information out to the world.
• RENT
• This week they need money for bills and gas Thank you, thank you, thank you!
• We can donate via the Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, #249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
317-773-0061

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert Pickett:
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
• THE GO FUND ME A/C Also requires more help!
https://www.gofundme.com/RamaSurgery

$10,308 of $14k

FROM ASHTAR ON THE ROAD: donate to the Santa Fe Coop so T&R can access organic, fresh food
Your donation here supports an account set up for Tara & Rama with Beneficial Farms
Community Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
These funds will be exclusively used to maintain this weekly account for a steady supply of
fresh produce to Tara and Rama. They and we are very grateful for your assistance.
Please make the donation through the A-O-T-R store. People can do multiples if they want:
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/catalog/item/2497194/10263880.htm
Fran has put a link on the Ashtar page as well.
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/tara__rama_A_A_news_reports.html
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
• You can also book a session with MR for a transformational clearing.

T: Any trouble hearing means an issue with the sound: it's an emergency – call 1-888-710-8061
Intro Notes

The following audio link allows you to listen to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/true-history-september-3-2016
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HARD NEWS
R: Camp Lovewave got cancelled: a Hillary thing – has to do with public access radio being
compromised – public access is listener- supported, as T & R are
• when wealthy donors are involved, when Citizens United allows the flow of money into
wealthy families
• there is an organizing within the community to get Camp Lovewave back on the air: has
to do with getting new board memeers – it's about Dark Money
Richard Wolffe's radio program:
• Apple has been paying 1% - owes $13 BILLION in taxes
• Ireland has lax tax laws: if Apple leaves the country, a lot of jobs go bye-bye
T: With NESARA: Everything goes to ZERO; it's a debt jubilee; everything anyone has goes to
ZERO at the same time
• then it gets re-booted but not into re-valuations of dinars, dongs, zimbabwes or any of
the lies on Faction 2 websites or any spiritual websites that say they represent St Germain:
• Read yournewswire.com with 3 grains of salt; same as beforeitsnews.com –
• they are all a mish-mash of convoluted energies –
• ultimately the 13 families are broke, playing with a pair of twos in a poker deal and the
dealer has a royal flush: who wins?
• Can't serve 2 masters and play with blood-soaked money that does not serve the people!

R: Has heard from different folks: there are no casinos on the Hopi lands in AZ, yet 19 other
tribes in AZ do – playing with Black Moon Lilith which brings your shadow side out and
consumes you!
• Richard Wollfe had on a guy from Puerto Rico talking about how they
• want to lower minimum wage from $7.25 to $4.50 an hour in PR!
• it's about the coup d'etat of the media being in bed with the 13 families – they are not

telling the truth
• there is a secret kind of space war going on
• the satellite that exploded in Cape Canaveral: seems it was owned by Mark

Zukerberg/Rothschild and built by Israel; thinks that it was shut down by the galactics
• Michael Salla had up an article which shows 2 ufos in the vicinity just before the prelaunch, along with ET Corey
2016-09-02

SpaceX Rocket Explosion Linked to Secret Space War

[SEE BELOW]

• thinks it was about spying and surveillance – Mossad and Shin Bet use that kind of

surveillance

• asked Tom the Cat via text: possible that the satellite technology was not beneficial for

humans

• R needs to hear precisely from the Faction 3 crowd: probably forth-coming news on this!

T: We have all the propulsion power we need – don't need to use this kind of technology at all
• there are space wars going on
• it's about the 13 families trying to go into their deep underground facilities in the inner
earth that are not aligned with the Office of the Christ; they are trying to escape

T: The following Julian Assange message: I will bring Hillary down before the debate stage
• it's 4 weeks before the election date – so something will happen that will override things,
cancelling the elections and pushing them 4 wks ahead
Reading: August 23, 2016 Assange: I Will Bring Hillary Down Before The Debate Stage
2016-09-03
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On September 26th
https://youtu.be/nB9u9dSQVkc
R: big earthquake in Oklahoma – brings up FRACKING and the queen of Fracking is HRC
• another hurricane moving up the east coast – said it will get worse!
T: Hillary can be removed if Julian Assange brings her down
Reading: 2016-09-03 Julian Assange: My Next Leak Will Ensure Hillary’s Arrest [SEE BELOW]
T: read this on Friday night; reading again due to significance
• there is no power in the presidential seat; the only power is through the 13 families who
control it and HRC, since 1991, has been in control.
• Since Nov 5, 2008, campaign opponent John McCain stepped down at 11:11 am, and
Barack Obama, as president elect, received a 6 hour briefing by the good FBI White
Knights, ordered the execution of Hillary Clinton who had been arrested in 2007
• a clone has been running around since Nov 9, 2008; a few days after this, T & R were
told by the KOE that the original HRC no longer existed.
2016-08-30 Hillary Clinton, the Podesta Group and the Saudi Regime: A Fatal Menage a
Trois
[SEE BELOW]
• Tony Podesta is overseeing the Saudi accounts, and John Podesta the brother, is the
campaign chair for HRC; so Tony gives Saudi money to his brother for the campaign.
T: Various items
• a G20 meeting coming up in China – Sept 4 & 5, 2016
• have just received the news that the President of Uzbekistan is dead – no signs that he groomed
a succesor
• 12 people killed in the Phillipines – city called Gauval – a bomb blast – this is where the
president of the Phillipines was going to
• a lady who was in shock, described a large explosion in the city – saw arms torn off – so
many injuries – one blast only; took place in hotel where president was visiting his son
• President has killed so many of his people – anyone he considered was a drug dealer, he
had killed; he is slaughtering the young people who are users, not dealers, as per Thom
Hartmann
http://www.rte.ie/news/2016/0902/813807-phillippines-bomb-blast/
An explosion at a packed night market in the home city of Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte killed at
least 12 people and wounded dozens more, officials said.
The cause of the blast was not immediately clear.
The blast tore through a street market outside the high-end Marco Polo hotel, a frequent haunt of Mr
Duterte, who was in the southern city of Davao at the time but was not hurt.

• the Pres of Uzbekistan was a torturer,
• John Nichols: a talk on the Ed show about Labour Day and the 30 year attack on workers.
2016-09-05

A Message to Working People on Labor Day from a former labor secretary

[SEE BELOW]

Caller: kudos to Rama about the satellite: it had a spy satellite inside the rocket
• there are situations at Cape C – the public has demanded an answer concerning why it
blew up – the media is stalling – in between a rock and a hard place as to why it blew up –
• nothing to do with fuelling – it was our galactic family
• HRC: Julian Assange is going to release the e-mails as soon as next Friday [9th] – the debate

is coming on Sept 26th –
2016-09-03
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T: article says he'll release before then – caller to send info to Rama if info says sooner.
Caller: The Pope is getting ready to announce on 23rd – what's happening?
T: he will declare Mother Theresa a saint; will be at an event starting Sept 4th – 23rd in Jerusalem
- owned by the Vatican, not Israel – going to try and do the play of him as the false
prophet, and Trump is the saviour with HRC as the Whore of Bablyon – will try and do the
fake alien invasion thing
R: will try to make it look like the galactics: you can tell [who is who] with the frequencies:
• if there is no joy or love coming from what you're looking at, better run! [meaning the
true galactic ships exude love frequencies and they can be felt.]
• as they try to use technologies that will harm humanity on an exponential level, the
galactics will shut it down
Caller: to those suffering ascension symptoms, especially vertigo - gives the name of a remedy
that can be found at Walmart, Walgreens, health stores
T: she is wary about that suggestion – this means it must have something to do with
pharmaceuticals – only wants to recommend stuff that is vetted by a naturopath!
Caller: ascension is certainly happening; meditation is a strong recommendation. If people
have a magic wand from Ashtar on the road, it will help tremendously!
T: Time for Dialogue is on RT – [a new program]
John Nichols on Ed Schultz – many Americans are gearing up for a 3 day weekend - Sept 3
• Labour Day is the creation of the American labour movement – the main theme of Biden's
presentation in Lordston, Ohio on Thursday
• Trump is aligned with the chamber of Commerce, backed by the Koch Bros
• It's an attack on workers going back to Reagan – 36 years.
• a report referred to by Joe Biden from Economic Policy Institute: as labour law
protections are in place and labour unions are strong, the people prosper – less than 7%
unionized labour now. If labour non union would be making 1000s of dollars more – labour
is not just good for union members, it's good for workers in general
• this is happening at the state level where governors are attacking workers “Right to
Work” law
• this has dramatically affected the election cycle – Lincoln said that labour was superior to
capital, and that workers should come first - the Republican party has abandoned the
historic commitment to unions
Audio: RT News - https://www.rt.com/shows/news/358137-rtnews-september-0312msk/
news about HRC – it exposes her
The FBI says Hillary Clinton failed to give answers to key questions during their investigation
into her use of private e-mails to send classified information. Laid to rest: The funeral of
Uzbekistan's long-time president takes place today after he died aged 78, following a stroke.
Violence breaks out in Rio-de-Janeiro, as protesters in Brazil continue to show their support for
impeached former president Dilma Rousseff.

Audio: Pirate Television:
The Exiled Palestinians: Stateless Palestinians from the Camps in Lebanon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sm-R3kikKSg&feature=youtu.be
Published on 16 Aug 2016
Mariam Fathallah and Amena el Ashkar
2016-09-03
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On May 14, 1948, as Zionist leader David Ben Gurion was proclaiming a Jewish state in
Palestine, his heavily armed troops seized the ancient Palestinian Arab town of al-Zeeb and
drove out most of the inhabitants. 18-year-old Mariam Fathallah was one of them. She and
her young husband Mohammed Atayah and their families were forced to flee to Lebanon,
along with most of the town. By the end of the year, the 4,000 year old community had been
leveled to the ground. More than half the Arab Palestinians in Palestine were killed or expelled
and more than half of the cities, towns and villages of Palestine were made to disappear, a
crime that Palestinians call al-Nakba (the Catastrophe).
Mariam, now 86 years old and respectfully known as Umm Akram (mother of Akram), has
spent the last 68 years in crowded, makeshift refugee camps in Lebanon. She has raised three
generations in the same camps, all waiting to return to their home in Palestine. She has lived
through five Israeli invasions of Lebanon, as well as the 1976 Tel al-Zaatar camp massacre
that killed more than 2000 of the refugees there.
Amena Ashkar, the granddaughter and great granddaughter of other Nakba survivors, has
known no other home than refugee camps. Umm Akram and Amena have a different message
from other Palestinians. They are among six million Palestinians not living in Palestine – more
than those who are. They are citizens of no government at all, not even the Palestinian
Authority. They are not living under Israeli occupation. Israel does not allow them to visit their
homes, much less live there. Amena has never met an Israeli, and Umm Akram not since
1948. As exiles, they have a different perspective from Palestinians in Jerusalem, the West
Bank, Gaza and the part of Palestine that became Israel.
Recorded 5/27/16 at Bloedel Hall - St. Marks Cathedral, Seattle by Todd Boyle
Thanks to Jewish Voice for Peace and the Rachel Corrie Foundation

Audio: On Contact – Chris Hedges – on Fascism and War in Spain – Sept 3, 2016
The Moral Force with Adam Hochschild
https://www.rt.com/shows/on-contact/358187-civil-war-moral-battle/
Chris Hedges is joined by journalist and author Adam Hochschild to remember the rebels in
history whose moral conviction drove them to battle. Hochschild chronicles rebels who joined
the fight against fascism in his latest book ‘Spain in Our Hearts: Americans and the Spanish
Civil War’. RT’s Anya Parampil provides a brief history on why the idealists from the U.S. and
Europe made the journey in the 1930s to join the civil war.

ASTROLOGY

RICHARD [RI]

Past week: changes happening
Mon: Venus into Virgo
Tues: Mercury went retrograde
Wed: moon into Virgo
Thurs: technical solar eclipse; also in Virgo - the moon squares Saturn; Moon opposite Neptune;
Moon trine Pluto; squared Mars; Sun squared Saturn – set up a mutable T-square
Fri: sun opposite Neptune; Mercury retrograde, conjucnt Jupiter
2016-09-03
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Moon conjunct Jupiter; Moon into Libra
Sat: moon conjunct Venus
will square Pluto tonight [Sept 3rd]

2016-09-03
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Coming Week
Sun: moon oppose Uranus
Mon: Moon into Scorpio with no other aspects; major planets are slower moving, but still in effect
Wed: Sun in Virgo will trine Pluto; Venus sextiles Saturn; Libra into Sag.
Thurs: Moon in Sag, conjunct Saturn
Fri: Jupiter goes into Libra ; moon will square sun and conjunct mars, will square Mercury
retrograde and will trine Uranus
Sat: Saturn squares neptune, exactly
Lunar eclipse – Sept 16th at 25* pisces
The Pele Report – August 31, 2016
https://youtu.be/CLkKiJbzzRc
Click here to download/listen to the Pele Report mp3
The juicy, wild, power in me,
That destroys and creates me again,
Is calling me forth to renew my life,
Regardless of old ego plans.

Look out! It's a Solar Eclipse a'comin'! This north node annular eclipse is gonna bring up and
out the crazy, wild side of you that holds the creative power and life force. It's gonna bring it
out one way or another, like if you are suppressed it may come at you as someone else going
wild for you (or at you)! It may be Mother Nature or the whole world going nuts for you!
Now these sub/unconscious soul forces are deep essential elements of you wanting to expand
your identity. As I say in the report, this is a time of great change for everyone AND, these
changes will trigger your insecurities and create some emotional reactions at the coming lunar
eclipse in two weeks. So be somewhat prepared and know that you are not just blowing off
steam or having a wild weekend, but rather, listen to yourself, feel your needs, and give
yourself more room to express these "new" energies that are seeking expression through you.
Now that's evolution! Injoy the ride!

RI: remember the Pluto energy is trining in Capricorn – it's about gov't, forms of gov't and we
can see how things are breaking up!
2016-09-03
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• Uranus, Neptune and Pluto are all retrograde at the moment; Pluto goes direct at the end of the

month which will change things.
• As we move into Libra, there will be squares to Pluto in Capricorn, and the trine we're doing

now is initiating changes. The squares are demanding resolution and Trines are supportive
of resolution: squares demand resolution and that is next month. On Nov 8th, the square
will be in effect: Jupiter squares Pluto – so there is a change in gov't; will be exact around
Thanksgiving Day Nov 24th [US] – but in October, Mars conjuncts Pluto on Oct 19th – an
October surprise!
T: How do we look at that?
RI:The next 2 months – we'll know better what we're dealing with by then – Mars into Aquarius
on Nov 9th which will help humanitarian issues: new ways of thinking. Mercury goes into
Scorpio in late October – an intriguing set up!!
RI: Mercury is retrograde until the middle of Sept
T: how does Capricorn show up in our personal life?
RI: it's the structure of things, the limitation of things: the essence of earth – his primary symbol
for this is tall tall mountains, above the tree line. Saturn in Capricorn is the basis of the
ability to incarnate: need earth and water to create the structure of things.
T: and Capricorn rules the knees;
Ri: Pisces is the feet; Sag is the thighs; Scorpio is the groin – organs of re-generation.
T: time for the bone structure to change!
RI: Yes, but it's a slow process! To re-construct it's fire first; for new construction: earth, water,
air, spirit – and both directions are going on at the same time: inbreath – out breath
Reading: the last bit of the Carl Boudreau writing
ABOUT CHANGES IN RE'SHIP

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: Mystic Momma

[SEE BELOW]

CONFERENCE CALL
RI: From Sabian Symbols
9 Virgo: urge to express individualized sense of value regardless of tradition
10 Virgo is growth of true understanding born out of the transcendence of duality even
while immersed in the world of duality
Friday: Jupiter conjunct Mercury . . . retrograde is 29 Virgo:
• after a crisis, one should seek to re-align renewed consciousnness with the primordial . .
of the truth of man
• about starting process of re-education
• Tom talked of explosive energy of the long repressed energy of the consciousness
Question: does this explosion refer to personal or collective as in after 13,000 years plus of
repression? Brings up the Pirate TV video of the 86 year old woman who has lived in a
refugee camp for most of her life, and the great granddaughter who has known nothing
else, and who translated for the older lady and explained what is going on - it's an
explosion ready to blow – and then some!
Ri: both! most of these things can be related to the 3 levels of law, and to the 4 elements
• personal – earth, emotional element, the mental element, the spiritual element –
2016-09-03
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• spiritual law, personal law as in ethics, morality; mental [?] law

T: leaders already in China for the G20; Putin is there
• Talk about Mercury retrograde! Showing the DNC evening and showing Obama and HRC
hugging each other – and the bottom of the screen is about the e-mails coming out
T: Divine Sky
Reading: 29* Virgo – Notiser – the angels of Intellect and Knowledge
T: goes back to the question about Palestinians – it was made clear that the people of Israel
want to see all Palestinians completely eliminated.
• Every Israeli must serve for 4 years in the military, and they must suppress all the
Palestinians and take over their lands!
• RI has been telling Tara that Cynthia [scribe of Divine Sky] is saying we have to use our

imagination more to move into the new
Reading: rest of the Mystic Momma
T: people are saying that they feel like the fool which is the Zero Point – and the fool knows how
to fly: in the tarot deck, he has a long stick with a tiny knapsack and a tiny white dog – a
Hopi dog – with a 5 pointed star over its head: all the old time thoughts, paradigms are
going, gone and we step over the cliff and fly.
T reads what Kaypacha said on The Pele Report:
Look out! It's a Solar Eclipse a'comin'! This north node annular eclipse is gonna bring up and
out the crazy, wild side of you that holds the creative power and life force. It's gonna bring it out one
way or another, like if you are suppressed it may come at you as someone else going wild for you (or
at you)! It may be Mother Nature or the whole world going nuts for you!
Now these sub/unconscious soul forces are deep essential elements of you wanting to expand
your identity. As I say in the report, this is a time of great change for everyone AND, these changes
will trigger your insecurities and create some emotional reactions at the coming lunar eclipse in two
weeks. So be somewhat prepared and know that you are not just blowing off steam or having a wild
weekend, but rather, listen to yourself, feel your needs, and give yourself more room to express
these "new" energies that are seeking expression through you. Now that's evolution! Injoy the ride!

Caller Gerry: regarding changes: many are occurring; forming a new native american tribe, all
legal; have many chiefs on board; getting logos designed; a judge with a photographic
memory – it is on going with indigenous people from other countries – sitting on $17
Million in Malaysia – main agenda is to bring down the cabal in relation to the physcial
world.
• In the 50s he was introduced to the master called Fubbi Quanz – he was the guide, pilot
who worked with Columbus/St Germain, coming to the new world
• He is at the Desert Monastery in the Gobi Desert: name is Fubbi Quanz – he is full of love,
can be called upon
G: Has been hearing about so many awakening as is being reported on this call
T: asks about a website – Gerry doesn't know – “Things are good, kids! See you soon!”
G: mentioned previously the friend and his inheritance and the Carlyle Hotel in Manhatten: latest
– has $80M coming in from a house in Malibu, the hotel in NYC; a castle and a Rolls Royce
in Spain; his godmother was British and had been approached by angels and told
specifically to give his friend, called . . .Lorde, the inheritance
• the cabal is trying to steal it: the latest was a letter from central bank of spain that like the Clintons and their foundation – they want $50 M dollars; gave the coordinates of
the bank in California - money to be released in Sacramento once he makes the donation,
2016-09-03
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T: people have told her stories like this all over the world: what they are told is that these ones
will not do it [ie, hand over the money] as there is no money in their accounts. All of this
money is within the corrupt venue – all of this is just phishing hooks and they have nothing
to phish with – the banks are completely broke.
• There is no money in the system; NESARA CHANGES IT ALL
G: he looks at the bigger picture . . .
T: do not be attached to the outcome: it is not about money
Reading: Divine Harmony's writing from Mystic Momma

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: a story Rama found about a young girl born to a human mother, but totally aware of
her connection to the stars and angels and all those who were talking to, guiding her – she
was questioning all that was happening to her and others on the planet . . .
Music – singer:
Reading – finishes off the story with ET guides, talks in different languages
• Cathy is 9 years old, spoke through an interpreter via Skype
• the children have all the learning they need – school programs are like a virus that
destroys the knowledge inside us
• Stress – multiple tasks, less sleep
• Potential of humanity: imagination, making something of reality’s
• why star kids have come to earth at this time
• she says she is from evening land; when her mission here is accomplished, she will go to
day land
• the people in contact with her do not live on another planet, they live on the edge of the
universe – the orbs are sent to protect us
• they have come to teach humanity
• What do your guides teach you –
• they teach me different knowledge so I can teach adults but the danger is the knowledge
will be changed and then get lost
• many star kids are destroyed by education – many get lost
• the beings want us to wake up and inner stand how powerful we are; beings from
dayland and evening land come here to help
• we only have .5% of our energy; we need 1.5%
• how can we raise our energy
Hang in there with Rachel who knows she's got a dangerous mission –
she keeps in touch with Keith Olberman and he keeps in touch with
Rama all the time
• Don't use wireless internet – BBS keeps the whole thing grounded.
• 2012 is when this material was written: she said that something important would happen in the

next 5 years – the parents need to wake up; her purpose is to protect her little brother
who has to help humanity wake up and will be her teacher
Mary Rodwell: Awakening:
principal of ASCERN
her work is to support people and individuals who have had
interactions with these extra terrestrial energies
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Awakening: How ET Contact Can Transform Your Life Paperback – June 24, 2005
by Mary Rodwell (Author)
The new bible of the "abductee" phenomenon.
Up until now, the phenomenon of alien abduction has been presented in a bleak, oppressive, threatening, and fear filled
fashion. As we all "know", abductees are victims and counsellers help them cope.
But what if its not like that at all? What if its only our fear that makes us see this way? What if its our fear prevents us
from seeing the truth? What if alien "abductions" are not about experimentation and probing but about spiritual awakening
and galactic contact?
Sound fantastic?
This is just what Mary Rodwell, counsellor, registered nurse, and midwife, suggests in Awakenings. After working with over
900 experiencer (abductees) , Mary concludes that it is our fear that prevents us from seeing the truth and our fear that
creates our terror. Once we overcome our fear, we see the phenemonon for what it really is.
It is past time that we shrugged off our fear of this amazing spiritual phenomenon. Let Mary help you overcome the fear
and conditioning that prevents you from seeing the profound and beautiful truth.
There are ships on our horizon!

Audio: Coleman Barks – Seat in the Shade June 16, 2016 Athens, GA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ijhp5ajfCSM
Published on 5 Jul 2016
The University of Georgia College of Education
Hendershot's Coffee
Audio: Arise: Women Protecting The Environment
https://www.kcet.org/shows/earth-focus/episodes/arise-women-protecting-the-environment
(Earth Focus: Episode 42) A look at the award-winning film "Arise!" and its documentation of
the intellectual and spiritual insights that women from around the world bring to solving
today's environmental challenges. Mother/daughter filmmakers Lori Joyce, Candace Orlando,
and executive producer Molly Ross reflect on the making of the film.
The episode also profiles four outstanding women environmental leaders: Winona La Duke,
executive director of Honor the Earth and founder of the White Earth Land Recovery Project at
White Earth Reservation in Minnesota; Vandana Shiva, co-director of Navdanya, a movement
to protect the diversity of living resources—especially native seed—based in Dehra Dun, India;
Majora Carter, an environmental justice advocate from New York City and founder of
Sustainable South Bronx; and environmental health analyst, Dr. Theo Coburn, founder and
president of The Endocrine Disruption Exchange, based in Paonia, Colorado.

Audio: [KR962] Keiser Report: Mega Week in News (ft. Kim Dotcom)

Sept 3, 2016

https://youtu.be/DIBM0I_c_X4
We discuss the mega week in the news: from Apple’s mega tax bill to Trump’s ‘yuuuge’ visit to
Mexico. We also discuss Mark Carney’s warning about “dishonest bankers” and their
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“misconduct” threatening another mega disaster in the financial markets. In the second half,
Max interviews MegaUpload.com founder, Kim Dotcom (@kimdotcom) and his lawyer, Ira
Rothken (@rothken), about MegaUpload 2.0 and Bitcache. They also discuss his ongoing trial
against the might of the Hollywood copyright industry and the US government.

Audio: Redacted Tonight 2016-09-03
Media censorship hits new level, New leak shows collusion against BLM, Huge
prison strike
https://www.rt.com/shows/redacted-tonight-summary/358123-mediacensorship-leak-collusion/
In episode 114 of Redacted Tonight, host Lee Camp covers how third party candidates, like the Green’s Jill
Stein, are not only getting marginalized but also CENSORED. The well-respected PBS Newshour, actually
edited an interview they conducted with Stein to undermine her, rather than support her. Meanwhile, Lee
looks at a number of interesting stories, including a Democratic Party leak concerning how to “deal with”
Black Lives Matter and prisoners across the country striking to reclaim their human rights. Correspondent
Naomi Karavani joins Lee at the desk to discuss how the Pentagon has just revealed that Islamic State
leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi was actually an inmate at the notorious US prison in Iraq, Abu Ghraib.

Audio: Laura Flanders

Published on 8 Apr 2014

Jessica Gordon Nembhard: Cooperative Economics and Civil Rights
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TVIghQMkBg
This week on the Laura Flanders Show: What role did economic cooperation play in the civil rights
movement? As it turns out, a huge one. This forgotten history is the focus of Dr. Jessica Gordon
Nembhard's recent book Collective Courage: A History of African-American Economic Thought and
Practice, out in bookstores in May.
In 2014, the LF Show was one of the first to report on Gordon Nembhard's work on Black cooperativism
and civil rights. Gordon Nembhard has received wide acclaim for both her book and her cooperative work.
In August 2016, she ws inducted into the Cooperative Hall of Fame, standing along side cooperative
movement heroes such as Shirley Sherrod (former LF guest) and Melbah Smith. Gordon Nembhard is
Professor of Community Justice and Social Economic Development in the Department of Africana Studies
at John Jay College, of the City University of New York (CUNY).
Gordon Nembhard's research has had formidable impact on the worker co-op sector. She co-founded the
U.S. Federation of Worker Co-ops and helped that organization build lasting ties with prominent civil rights
and cooperative organizations. She is also an active member of the Grassroots Economic Organizing
Newsletter collective and recently joined the board of directors of Green Worker Cooperatives.
Find out more at www.lauraflanders.com/jessica_gordon_nembhard_cooperatives_and_civil_rights.

Audio: Laura Flanders: on the death of Mayor Shackway Lamumba of Jackson, MS
Audio: The Late Show with Steve colbert
Reading: 2016-09-02

COSMIC RAYS OPEN the HEART CHAKRA

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: about a baby unicorn
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2016-09-05

A Message to Working People on Labor Day from a former labor secretary
Low Wages
(image by pinterest.com) License DMCA

Your typical wage is below what it was in the late 1970s,
in terms of what it can buy. Two-thirds of you are living
paycheck to paycheck. Almost 30 percent of you don’t
have steady employment: You’re working part-time or on
contract, with none of the labor protections created over
the last 80 years – no unemployment insurance if you
lose your job, no worker’s compensation if you’re injured,
no time-and-a-half pay for working more than 40 hours a
week, no minimum wage, and you have to pay your own Social Security. Over 37 percent of you
have dropped out of the workforce altogether because you’ve become too discouraged even to
look for work. That’s a near record. As if all this weren’t enough, the schools and infrastructure on
which you rely have been neglected, and the ravages of climate change – droughts, fires, and
floods – are worsening.
Yet the American economy is twice as large as it was in the late 1970s. As a nation, we are richer
than we’ve ever been. We could afford to do so much better.
None of this has happened by accident. Those with great wealth have translated it into political
power. And with that power they’ve busted labor unions (to which a third of private-sector workers
belonged in the 1950s but now fewer than 7 percent do), halved the taxes they pay (from a top
marginal rate of 91 percent in the 1950s to 39 percent today, and from an effective rate of 52
percent then to 18 percent now), cut safety nets, deregulated Wall Street, privatized much of the
economy, expanded bankruptcy protection for themselves while narrowing it for you, forced you
into mandatory arbitration of employment disputes, expanded their patents and intellectual
property, got trade deals that benefited them but squeezed your pay, and concentrated their
market power so you pay more for pharmaceuticals, health insurance, airfare, food, internet
service, and much else.
This is bad for everyone. Even those at the top would do better with a smaller share of an
economy that was growing because the middle class was expanding. And they’d do better in a
society that hadn’t become so angry and susceptible to demagogues blaming immigrants and
imports for what has happened.
But none of this will change unless we change it. No single person – not even Bernie Sanders, had
he become president – can do what needs to be done, alone. You and I and others must continue
to organize and mobilize. Do not find refuge in cynicism. Change is slow, and at times seems
hopeless. But change is inevitable. Do not wait for politicians to take the lead. We are the leaders.
http://www.opednews.com/articles/A-Message-to-Working-Peopl-by-Robert-B-ReichEconomy_Labor-Day_Labor-Rights_Working-Poor-160905-946.html
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2016-08-25 Assange: "I Will Bring Hillary Down Before The Debate Stage On September 26th."
http://www.stripersonline.com/surftalk/topic/663566-assange-i-will-bring-hillary-down-beforethe-debate-stage-on-september-26th/
http://www.usasuprem...september-26th/
Assange: I Will Bring Hillary Down Before The Debate Stage On September 26th
August 23, 2016

https://youtu.be/nB9u9dSQVkc

WikiLeaks editor Julian Assange has accused Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton of
committing “extortion” by hyping fears over the possibility of a Republican victory in order to
attract left-wing voters.Both Trump and Sanders supporters are waiting with bated breath for the
next email dump from Julian Assange, the founder and editor in chief of Wikileaks.He released
hacked emails last month showing Democratic National Committee officials plotting to defeat Mrs.
Clinton’s chief rival, Vermont Sen. Bernard Sanders.Wikileaks editor-in-chief Julian Assange
promised to release more damning emails about the Clinton Foundation, and warned he has
enough evidence on Hillary Clinton making secret deals with an alleged Islamic State sponsor for
the FBI to indict her.”We have more info and we will publish everything when the time is right
some of these materials can get Hillary Clinton to lose the nomination,will Bernie Sanders get the
nomination as far as I know he is second in line and hold the remaining delegates if Clinton loses
the nomination says Assange in his latest interview”.
Afshin Rattansi, a British journalist went underground with Russia Today to speak with Wikileaks founder
Julian Assange in London.About 32,000 emails from her private server have been leaked by Wikileaks so far,
but Assange would not confirm the number of emails or when they are expected to be published. But he did
say this:

Rattansi: If there is any illegality in the pending emails you will release or malfeasance in what
you already released President Obama could presumably act on it and get Hillary Clinton charged?
Regardless of whether you are about to release any email which would mean that James Comey
and the FBI would have no alternative but to arrest Hillary Clinton?
Assange: Our view which we have already stated is if the evidence that the FBI has is enough for
a grand jury to indict already… But a prosecutor has to ask a grand jury to indict. And if a
prosecutor doesn’t ask, a grand jury won’t indict.But our next leak can bring her down because it
is something that FBI can’t overlook!
Rattansi:When will be the date when you will release this leak?
Assange: I will not reveal the exact date but I can promise you this,I Will Bring Hillary Down
Before The Debate Stage On September 26th.
This interview is very important because according to the rules Hillary can be removed as the Democratic
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nominee if Assange brings her down before the debate stage on September 26th and because the DNC rules
are suspended than Bernie Sanders will replace her as you can read in a link below this article!
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2016-09-03 Julian Assange: My Next Leak Will Ensure Hillary’s Arrest
http://www.anonews.co/hillary-assange/

By:

yournewswire

Wikileaks founder Julian Assange has said that Wikileaks have obtained information
that, when released soon, will guarantee a Hillary Clinton indictment.
During a recent interview with ITV, Assange said his next release will:
“provide enough evidence” to see Hillary arrested.
Silenceisconsent.net reports:
WikiLeaks has already published 30,322 emails from Clinton’s private email server, spanning from
June 30, 2010 to August 12, 2014. While Assange didn’t specify what exactly was in the emails,
he did tell ITV that WikiLeaks had “accumulated a lot of material about Hillary Clinton, which could
proceed to an indictment.”
Assange hinted that the emails slated for publication contain additional information about the
Clinton Foundation. He also reminded ITV’s Robert Peston that previously released emails
contained one damning piece of communication from Clinton, instructing a staffer to remove the
classification settings from an official State Department communication and send it through a
“nonsecure” channel. Assange then pointed out that the Obama administration has previously
prosecuted numerous whistleblowers for violating the government’s procedures for handling
classified documents.
In regard to the ongoing FBI investigation, however, Assange expressed a lack of confidence in
the Obama administration’s Justice Department to indict the former Secretary of State.
“[Attorney General Loretta Lynch] is not going to indict Hillary Clinton. It’s not possible
that could happen. But the FBI could push for new concessions from the Clinton
government in exchange for its lack of indictment.”
WikiLeaks has long been a thorn in the side of the former Secretary of State, who called on
President Obama to prosecute the whistleblowing site after its 2010 leak of State Department
cables. Julian Assange remains confined to the Ecuadorian Embassy in downtown London, as
Ecuador has promised to not hand over the WikiLeaks founder to US authorities.
Julian Assange Claims next batch of emails is enough for indictment
https://youtu.be/Mqu73w2lp4I
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2016-08-30 Hillary Clinton, the Podesta Group and the Saudi Regime: A Fatal Menage a
Trois
By Medea Benjamin
http://www.opednews.com/articles/Hillary-Clinton-the-Podes-by-Medea-Benjamin-HillaryClinton_Hillary-Clinton-Foreign-Policy_Saudi-Arabia-160830-954.html

Secretary Clinton
Travels to Qatar and
Saudi Arabia
(image by U.S.
Department of State)
License DMCA

If I told you that Democratic Party lobbyist Tony Podesta, whose brother John Podesta chairs
Hillary Clinton's presidential campaign, is a registered foreign agent on the Saudi government's
payroll, you'd probably think I was a Trump-thumping, conspiratorial nutcase. But it's true.
The lobby firm created by both Tony and John Podesta in 1988 receives $140,000 a month from
the Saudi government, a government that beheads nonviolent dissidents, uses torture to extract
forced confessions, doesn't allow women to drive, and bombs schools, hospitals and residential
neighborhoods in neighboring Yemen.
The Podesta Group's March 2016filing, required under the Foreign Agents Registration Act of
1938, shows that Tony Podesta himself oversees the Saudi account. At the same time, Tony
Podesta is also a top campaign contributor and bundler for Hillary Clinton. So while one brother
runs the campaign, the other brother funds it with earnings that come, in part, from the Saudis.
John and Tony Podesta have been heavyweights in DC insider politics for decades. John Podesta
served as President Bill Clinton's chief of staff, founded the influential DC think tank Center for
American Progress (which regularly touts Saudi "reforms "), and was counselor to President
Obama. Tony Podesta was dubbed by The New York Times as "one of Washington's biggest players
" whose clients "are going to get a blueprint for how to succeed in official Washington."
The brothers seem to have no problem mixing their roles into the same pot. Tony Podesta held a
Clinton campaign fundraiser at his home featuring gourmet Italian food cooked by himself and his
brother, the campaign chairman. The fundraiser, by the way, came just days after Tony Podesta
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filed his Saudi contract with the Justice Department, a contract that included an initial "project
fee" payment of $200,000.
The Saudis hired the Podesta Group in 2015 because it was getting hammered in the press over
civilian casualties from its airstrikes in Yemen and its crackdown on political dissidents at home,
including sentencing blogger Raif Badawi to ten years in prison and 1,000 lashes for "insulting
Islam." Since then, Tony Podesta's fingerprints have been all over Saudi Arabia's advocacy efforts
in Washington DC. When Saudi Arabia executed the prominent nonviolent Shia dissident Sheikh
Nimr al-Nimr, causing protests throughout the Shia world and inflaming sectarian divisions, The
New York Timesnoted that the Podesta Group provided the newspaper with a Saudi commentator
who defended the execution.
The Podesta-Clinton-Saudi connection should be seen in light of the recent media exposes
revealing the taudry pay-to-play nature of the Clinton Foundation. Top on the list of foreign donors
to the foundation is Saudi Arabia, which contributed between $10 million and $25 million.
What did the Saudis get for their largesse and access? Wikileaks revealed a 2009 cable by then
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton saying:"More needs to be done since Saudi Arabia remains a
critical financial support base for Al Qaeda, the Taliban, Lashkar e-Tayyiba and other terrorist
groups." Instead of sanctioning the Saudis, Clinton did the opposite: She authorized enormous
quantities of weapons to be sold to them. On Christmas Eve in 2011, Hillary Clinton and her
closest aides celebrated a massive $29.4 billion sale to the Saudis of over 80 F-15 fighter jets,
manufactured by Boeing, a company which coincidentally contributed $900,000 to the Clinton
Foundation. In a chain of enthusiastic emails, an aide exclaimed that it was "not a bad Christmas
present." I'm sure the Yemenis at the receiving end of the Saudi bombings would not be so
enthusiastic.
The Clintons have said that if Hillary Clinton gets elected, the foundation will stop taking foreign
donations. But what about no longer taking campaign contributions from people who are paid by
the Saudi government to whitewash its image? The Podesta Group should be blacklisted from
contributing to Clinton's campaign until they drop the monarchy as a client and return their illgotten gains. If Hillary Clinton wants to be a meaningful symbol for human rights and women's
empowerment, her campaign must live up to the values she claims to represent, and this would
be one step in the right direction.

Medea Benjamin is the co-founder of the women-led peace group CODEPINK.
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2016-09-02

SpaceX Rocket Explosion Linked to Secret Space War

Written by Dr Michael Salla

Posted in science and technology, Secret Space Programs

A series of video frames taken of the SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket explosion on September 1 show two
UFOs in the vicinity, just before and during the failed pre-launch test. The video frames are hard
evidence linking the SpaceX explosion to an alleged space war being fought between rival secret
space programs according to whistleblower Corey Goode.
The SpaceX rocket was carrying a $150 million satellite belonging to Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg
who was quick to tweet his disappointment:

Elon Musk tweeted an initial analysis that only identified where the explosion took place:
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Screen capture of video showing close up of UFO seen during SpaceX explosion. Source: Jim Stone

According to investigative reporter, Jim Stone, the way in which one of the UFOs interacted with
the rocket just as it exploded suggests it was an attack, and not a case of a fuel tank breach in
the upper stage:
This explosion started at the top of the rocket, right where the UFO was, and not near the bottom,
where virtually all rocket explosions start. No malfunction caused this, if this started at the top of
the rocket only a fuel tank breach in an upper stage that was not being tested could have caused
this, and that means the rocket was most likely shot with something.
The attack was intended to prevent the satellite reaching Earth orbit to perform a nefarious
purpose, Stone stated:
Before it blew up, a UFO showed up, fired something at the rocket, and then quickly flew away.
The image here shows the UFO quite clearly. If Spacex can’t explain what this UFO is, then I am
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going to say that either off world help arrived to keep Facebook grounded or white hats in
American intelligence destroyed this rocket to keep something evil from being launched.
An analysis of 10 frames from the video of the explosion (see BBC video below) show two UFOs
appearing just before the rocket test, and one flying just above the rocket as it explodes.
https://youtu.be/ceC-7dWHaPM
The author, who conducted the frame by frame analysis, concludes:
You will see a small looking ufo/object buzz by the rocket as it explodes! The ufo buzzes by the
head of the rocket coming from the right side and moving to the left side of the screen at
incredible speed. This is definitely some type of secret space program weapon technology being
used. The secret space program war is in full affect and this time in full view.
The alleged attack follows earlier claims by Secret Space Program whistleblower, Corey Goode,
that space battles have recently intensified between rival secret space programs. Goode provided
an artist’s depiction of one of these battles fought over Antarctic skies space in early 2016.

Circumstantial support for Goode’s claims emerged with President Barack Obama delivering a
report to the U.S. Congress on May 26 proposing an “integrated policy” to deter potential enemies
in space. In a letter released through the White House Press Secretary discussing the report along
with a classified Annex, Obama said:
The report is the result of an interagency process with the objectives to reduce risks to the United
States and our allies in space; and to protect and preserve the rights, access, capabilities, use,
and freedom of action of the United States in space. Success will require a multi-year effort and
commitment across all departments and agencies, and I look forward to your continued support.
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Obama’s “multi-year effort and commitment across all departments and agencies” was clearly
intended to create and fight space wars as soon as possible.
It appears that Obama’s proposed interagency space defense policy was really intended to help
what Goode describes as a lower level secret space program comprising the USAF Space
Command, the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) and Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA).
Goode claims that in February this year, he was abducted by operatives from this lower level
space program who wanted to find out where he was getting his information from, because he has
been accurately revealing details of highly classified space activities.
Apparently, the USAF/NRO/DIA is wanting to beef up its own space assets during a time of
increasing military hostilities between spacecraft that are of unknown origin to them. Goode,
however, identified these the warring spacecraft as belonging to differing factions of secret space
programs allied with rival alliances comprising humans and extraterrestrials.
What adds significant support to Goode’s incredible claims of warring space alliances is a recently
published paper by an astrophysist, Duncan H. Forgan, in the prepublication science website,
arXive.org. Forgan claims that rival alliances, what he describes as ‘cliques’, may disagree over
the extent to which contact is allowed to happen on more primitive planets such as Earth:
One clique attempting to place an interdict on contacting ‘primitive’ civilizations is likely to
encounter significant problems if another clique disagrees … It may well still be the case that the
Earth resides in a region of space occupied by a conservative clique bent on non-contact.
UFOs captured on camera just as the Space X experienced an upper stage explosion while
conducting its pre-flight rocket testing is further evidence that a secret space war is indeed
occurring between rival space programs and alliances.
© Michael E. Salla, Ph.D. Copyright Notice
http://exopolitics.org/spacex-rocket-explosion-linked-to-secret-space-war/
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2016-08-20

September 2016 - Jupiter Comes Back Online

Carl Boudreau·

Hard August, Hard September?
September 1, UT ~ a solar eclipse in Virgo. September 16, UT ~ a lunar eclipse in Pisces.
Added to August’s mid-month eclipse, these eclipses make up a series of three eclipses. On one
level, we can be grateful for these eclipses. They are occurring as the power of the mutable TSquare is peaking and its energy is shifting.
This surge of eclipse energy from the mutable T-Square will accelerate the demise of global
oligarchy and hasten the end of the gross political and economic inequality threatens global
stability. The eclipse energies will trigger and accelerate karmic consequences for using dishonest
and manipulative language. This will further cleanse our politics and economics of toxic rhetoric
and hasten the end of the oligarchic institutions and practices that it supports.
And that’s all to the good. This is a change process we should all welcome. However, we have to
admit that the change process has been difficult on many of us.
We really need a break. We also need this process to be less abrasive and corrosive and more
effective going forward.
September's two eclipse charts are similar to August’s eclipse chart and to each other in most
important respects. This would seem to promise a continuation of an energy of which we saw too
much in August.
Most of the disconcerting influences in August’s chart do persist in September’s eclipse charts. In
fact, September’s second eclipse chart looks like it would deliver an especially strong dose of the
vibes we weathered in August. And it would do so, if it were not for one crucial factor.
Between September’s two eclipses, Jupiter changes signs. Jupiter’s entrance into Libra will
significantly alter what at first glance seems like an extension of a rather difficult astrological
pattern. And it will do so in a very positive and welcome way. Many of us will consider it welcome
and long overdue.
September 9, UT ~ Jupiter enters Libra for the full transit. Jupiter will leave Libra in October 2017.
Harsh Side Effects
Mutable energies by nature focus on transformations in consciousness. Indeed, since the mutable
T-Square formed late in 2015, dramatic change has been cascading rapidly through consciousness
and at an ever accelerating pace.
In keeping with the nature of the T-Square, greater value has been placed on detailed, wellreasoned analysis. Increasingly, people are questioning false rhetoric. Also, deceptive and
manipulative language has been backfiring on those who use it.
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That much is abundantly clear from the results of the recently ended Brexit campaign in the UK
and Trump’s presidential campaign in the US. Mr Trump’s campaign has depended heavily on
sensationalized and deceptive rhetoric - i.e., demagoguery. Accordingly, Trump’s increasingly
negative treatment by the popular press and his poll numbers are suffering.
The overall effects of the mutable T-Square have been wholesome and for the greater good.
However, it has proven to be rather strong medicine with pretty serious side effects. The non-stop
changes in consciousness have been very disruptive, almost too disruptive.
Turbulence at the macro and individual levels is blending. Inner turmoil is blending with outer
turmoil. At the same time, we are dealing with scarcity and risk.
We are feeling uncared for and alone in an increasingly harsh reality, albeit a reality many of us
helped create and sustain. We have been enduring these inward and outward challenges largely
without the benefit of ‘the greater benefic,’ Jupiter.
Navigating through a Perfect Astrological Storm
In recent dispositor charts, the inner, personal planets have channeled these difficult energies
though our personal lives. The inner and outer turmoil caused by the change process of recent
years has also taken a stiff toll on our relationships.
Recent energies have caused the shedding, or release, of psychospiritual baggage. A lot of dark
and difficult stuff has been coming to the surface. It hasn’t always been easy to process and it
frequently comes between ourselves and other people in our lives. More generally, negative
thoughts and emotions expressed outwardly as highly dysfunctional behavior. This in turn feeds our anxiety.

We often seem to be trapped in an all encompassing negative feedback loop. Negativity leads to
more negativity, irrationality to more irrationality, dysfunction to more dysfunction, turmoil to more turmoil.
Negative synchronicity snowballed. It became hard to know what to expect in a particular situation.

As August opened, it was getting hard to see what was holding our society together. As August
closes, things do indeed seem about to boil over.
The Last Astrological Straw
In these complicated and conflicted times, issues both personal and impersonal are thorny
enough. However, a Mercury/Chiron opposition was added to the mix.
Because of this opposition, our insecurities and ambivalence are generally closer to the surface.
Freudian slips, imagined offenses and garden variety misperceptions are common.
The Mercury/Chiron opposition virtually insured upsetting miscommunications would occur more frequently.
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The Jupiter Libra Ingress
In more normal times, Jupiter, the greater benefic, would provide our refuge in a storm, our
refuge in adversity. Jupiter uplifts, heals, enriches protects, and empowers. He has a famously
light touch, always gently applied, always eagerly anticipated, always warmly welcomed and
fondly remembered.
For one astrological reason or another, Jupiter has been largely missing from the field. Or,
compared to what is capable of, he has played only a minor, occasional role.
It was only relatively recently, when Jupiter transited Cancer (mid-2013 - mid-2014), that he
escaped the oppressive leverage of Pluto. He remained under the thumb of capricious Neptune and Uranus.

Currently, in addition to the other astrological disadvantages under which he labors, Jupiter has
been in Virgo, the sign of his detriment. His benevolent powers have been all but stifled. Virgo is a
nearly total black hole for Jupiter’s attractive qualities.
The truth is that Jupiter has been undergoing tests, measuring his abilities against the difficult
side of the astrological coin. During these trials, his energies have been absorbed building
strengths and skills appropriate to astrological challenges he was facing, indeed, we were all
facing. When Jupiter enters Libra, these new strengths will at long last come into play.
Jupiter Bounces Back Big Time
Jupiter will enter Libra for the full transit on September 9, UT. The Jupiter Libra ingress is a major
inflection point for the whole Zodiac. To understand why, we need to look more deeply into the
fabric of basic astrological relationships.
Briefly stated, and generally speaking, Jupiter’s move into Libra will bring its beneficial energies
out from under the many things weighing upon them. Jupiter will also move into decidedly more
advantageous alignment with major players in the Zodiac.
Before September is half over, we will be able to count on Jupiter’s enriching, uplifting, kind and
empowering energies once more. Positive synchronicity will proliferate in the world. Mutable
winter will turn into mutable spring.
The additional good news about Jupiter’s ingress is that its benefits will be sustained, long-term.
The ingress chart, with its positives, will be in effect for the whole of Jupiter’s year long transit of
Libra. Also, aside from the particulars of the ingress chart, the positive trends that emerge in it
will outlast the Libra transit.
Jupiter’s Big Move
So let us look into the underlying fabric of the chart. (Translation: some technical astrological stuff
immediately ahead.)
Jupiter/Virgo
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We know that Jupiter is now in Virgo and generally doesn’t express happily there. To begin with,
then, when it enters Libra, Jupiter will escape the debilitating influence of Virgo. Its internship with
Virgo will be over for now.
Though famously difficult for Jupiter, its transit of Virgo marks the beginning of a brand new
Jupiter/Virgo cycle. As Jupiter enters Libra, the creative potential of the Jupiter/Virgo cycle will
begin to manifest. Their energies will begin collaborating more creatively with each other and with
energies of other planets and signs of the Zodiac.
During the new Jupiter/Virgo cycle, their energies will also manifest in new, surprisingly helpful
ways, more compatible with current astrological challenges. Jupiter will display some of the
strengths and skills it developed during its long stay in astrological boot camp. (It will also
remember those who, despite the difficulties, worked constructively with Jupiter’s energies on the
rough side of the Zodiac.)
Jupiter/Saturn/Sagittarius
In Virgo, Jupiter is also squaring Saturn in Sagittarius. Its oppressive situation in Virgo is doubly
compounded by a square to Saturn and to Jupiter’s home sign and primary power base, Sagittarius.

These aspects, too, are especially challenging for Jupiter. Jupiter and Saturn are contradictory
energies and adverse Jupiter/Saturn relations are especially problematic.
When Jupiter emerges in Libra, its square to Saturn turns into a sextile. It will also be a sextile in
which, at this point in the Jupiter/Saturn cycle, Jupiter will have the upper hand.
Improved Jupiter/Saturn relations will continue positive for a couple of years, at least, as Jupiter
approaches conjunction with Saturn. Both will then move beyond conjunction into the full, highly
creative, Jupiter/Saturn cycle.
In the years ahead, Jupiter’s cooperation with Saturn will lead to the development of sound and
reliable resources on all levels.
Jupiter/Sagittarius
The same kind of thing will happen with relation to Sagittarius. When Jupiter enters Libra, it will
sextile its home sign and Zodiacal power base. It will be able to draw more readily and fully on its
reserves of power in Sagittarius, all the more so because of the strengths acquired during its
recent training efforts.
Jupiter/Neptune
Consider also Jupiter’s relationship to Neptune. While in Virgo, Jupiter, opposes Neptune, a
relatively weak position vis à vis Neptune. Before that, Jupiter was in Neptune’s native sixth
house, under Neptune’s control.
When Jupiter enters Libra, however, it will be in Neptune’s native 8th house. This placement will
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give Jupiter definitive leverage over Neptune. Neptune will need to expend its powers in the
service of Jupiter’s more benevolent, down-to-earth agenda.
Once again, then, Jupiter’s move into Libra takes Jupiter from weakness to strength. Or, put
another way, once again, it removes a block and puts Jupiter in a position to exercise strength
that has been growing quietly in the background.
All of these positives will synergize each other. Were we to look more closely, we would see similar
things happening in many of Jupiter’s other relationships.
Jupiter’s Libra ingress, then, marks the moment Jupiter’s latent powers begin to manifest and the
rest of the Zodiac facilitates rather than blocks Jupiter. Challenging relationships will flip, becoming
supportive. Jupiter’s new but so far suppressed powers will manifest in our lives.
As it enters Libra, therefore, Jupiter’s power in the Zodiac will increase by an order of magnitude
or two. Its supportive, healing, uplifting energies will suddenly begin flowing freely into the Zodiac
and into our individual and collective lives. The overall energies of the Zodiac will tip from
negative and challenging, to positive and supportive.
The Jupiter/Libra/Venus Alliance
There is another big positive to the Jupiter Libra ingress and it directly addresses another big
downside to the recent change processes: growing alienation.
The recent change process has put even our most important relationships under pressure.
Relationships are breaking all around us. However, the Jupiter Libra ingress brings very good news
in this department also.
Libra governs relationships and partnerships of all kinds. Jupiter’s show of strength in Libra, by
itself, will go a long way toward healing and renewing and enriching fraying bonds and creating new ones.

Jupiter’s Libra transit will help nourish and nurture relationships even more because Venus will
also be in Libra and rather strongly placed. Libra is one of the signs that Venus rules. It is a power
base for Venus. It is also the sign that, like Venus itself, governs and drives partnerships.
More, Venus is dominant in the dispositor chart for the Jupiter Libra ingress. Moon, Mars, Saturn,
Uranus, Pluto and Jupiter will also be pouring their energies through Venusian channels, so to
speak, serving Venusian purposes.
Venus’ strong position will enlist the greater part of Zodiacal energies in the service of supporting
human relationships. It will have final say in how most planetary energies are leveraged during
Jupiter’s transit of Libra.
Jupiter itself will strongly reinforce Venus. Viewed another way, Venus will be abundantly supplied
with power and resources in its efforts to rebuild stressed relationships alongside Jupiter.
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During Jupiter’s transit of Libra, relationships will be very heavily prioritized. It would be hard to
imagine more auspicious Venus and Jupiter placements for the healing and nurturing of human
relationships across the board.
The Venus/Jupiter alliance in Libra will powerfully nurture relationships and alliances of all kinds at
every level of society on a global level. Healing, sustaining energies will pour into social, political
and economic alliances, friendships, romantic bonds, familial ties and work and professional bonds.

All of these will, in turn, enjoy a flood of positive synchronicity, complements of a Jupiter recently
liberated, newly restored to power and in close alliance with Venus. Under Venus’ powerful
influence, warmth will return to our personal relationships.
Like all astrological energies, Venus and Jupiter combinations can be abused. However, these
energies will be closely supervised by the ever watchful mutable T-Square, still very much in
effect. This should act as a strong check on abuse.
Jupiter By a Hair’s Breadth
Right now, a few weeks before Jupiter enters Libra, people would be forgiven for thinking we are
actually headed for a catastrophe - for unmitigated chaos - in global consciousness. Jupiter will
rejoin the action just in the nick of time. Or we would be looking forward to an indefinite extension
of the grim conditions we are now experiencing.
Despite the Jupiter Libra ingress, the scale of the problem and the nature of current aspects do
not suggest a quick or easy resolution of the world’s problems. However, Jupiter’s Libra ingress
will accelerate us in the right direction.
I think a corner will be turned in September. I think the worst will be over by September 9 when
Jupiter enters Libra.
In Sum
Over the last forty years and more, we co-created a global oligarchy. We have been ‘coexperiencing’ the negative effects of that oligarchy for some years now.
The mutable T-Square is currently helping us ‘co-deconstruct’ the oligarchy, with considerable
hardship and risk to ourselves. Essentially, what we have been doing recently is ‘codeconstructing’ the oligarchy and its basis in consciousness as we deal with the rigors of the
change process and cope with the damage still being done by decades of oligarchic misrule.
For the most part, we have been enduring this difficult reconstructive and transformative process
without the benefit of Jupiter - the most powerfully benevolent planet in the Zodiac. As a
strengthened Jupiter rejoins the game, we should all feel relief and experience renewed up for the future.

To a very large extent, co-creating the global oligarchy was about the gross abuse of Jupiter’s
wealth building powers. It seems poetic justice that we should endure a lengthy portion of the ‘codeconstruction’ phase largely without Jupiter’s assistance.
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The Nick of Time
Let us hope that we have learned what we need to know about the proper use of Jupiter’s wealth
building powers so that, as Jupiter’s wealth building powers become available again, we don’t
make the same mistakes over again, we don’t extend or recreate the oligarchy.
Finally, now that it’s back, Jupiter will help heal the damage the oligarchy has inflicted as well as
the damaging side effects of the co-deconstruction process.
Given how matters stand, how close we came, Jupiter’s Libra ingress arrived not a moment too soon.
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SOLAR ECLIPSE in Virgo September 1st 2016~

ART BY MYSTIC MAMMA
Solar Eclipse in Virgo on September 1st, serves that which can no longer be ignored. Inner truth
casts a golden light on inner shadows so we can address what is, come to terms with what is and
realign with what is truly in harmony with our soul.
Here are the MYSTIC MAMMA Astral Insights from our beloved featured readers of the planetary
movements. First from the always wonderful

PAT LILES from The Power Path.com:

“It’s a powerful month of alignments opening with the Sun, Moon, and Earth aligning perfectly for
this second eclipse period of the year.
“First, we have this solar eclipse on September 1 in Virgo…Although visible mostly across Africa
and Asia, they are nonetheless felt globally.
“Eclipses let us realign with our highest intentions. We can release at the deepest levels and honor
what is ending while starting out on a new foot and begin anew.
$“It’s a dynamic opportunity to use the order of the celestial spheres to energize our lives. But
that’s only a part of the whole…”
“The eclipse and New Moon cycle in Virgo is colored and highly influenced by

Mercury’s

retrograde…helping us to really feel into the thought patterns ready to be released that serve an
old consciousness.”
“…We take stock of our inner resources, honor our harvest and hone our craft. A non-linear time,
yet with potential for great productivity…”
“Saturn square Neptune is dominant in this chart…As a closing square of this cycle begun in 1989,
we have until 2020 to complete the social-political lessons here.
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“A closing square is about a shift in consciousness ~ realizing the lessons in a cycle,
summing up, and re-orienting, beginning to turn away from the old, accepting what is and
forgiving, while beginning to feel the first influences of the new from the invisible plane.
“It will take a few more years to distill the wisdom of this cycle and feel a resulting deep
transformation take place. In the mean time, this is a most pressurized period – this last of
three Saturn/Neptune squares (Nov.’15, June, now).
“Saturn rules the structures enforcing the beliefs we hold… Neptune, on the other hand is a
dissolver of boundaries, pointing toward unity, idealism – the best that can be imagined,
spiritual unity, the visionary aspect of imagination.
“Neptune says we must dream true about welcoming in the highest consciousness we can at
this time…Neptune in Pisces is inviting us to look not outside ourselves for truth, meaning
and direction, but within.
“Saturn in Sagittarius is struggling with the last vestiges of dogma and the disillusionment of
beliefs in a purely physical existence cut off from the feminine and Spirit.
“Mutable signs ask for growth and learning, being flexible and learning how to adapt to
shifting circumstance.
“Can you allow yourself a little quality time alone daily to fertilize the process instead of
growing the product?
Copyright © 2016 PAT LILES

From LEAH WHITEHORSE from her LUA astrology:
“With this eclipse triggering the Saturn-Neptune square (opposite Neptune, square Saturn),
along with a square to heated Mars, what is dis-eased in our lives, may become apparent.
“Soul sickness is evident in our world and has been a challenge to navigate. We have
witnessed great suffering (Neptune in Pisces) and divides have appeared between cultures
(Saturn in Sagittarius).
“Saturn square Neptune has been prodding us to let go of unrealistic fantasies and focus on
reality without losing our sense of spiritual wonder.
“Global and personal bubbles have popped and we haven’t been allowed to pretend any
more that it’s OK when it isn’t.
“Eclipses tend to have a habit of revealing what has been hidden so it feels like this eclipse
shatters the last illusion.
“Neptune’s seas have been eroding what seemed real and solid. It may have felt like
standing on shifting sands. Uncertainty and confusion have further fueled instability.
“With the eclipse square to Mars, we could get angry or maybe with Mars conjunct Saturn,
we procrastinate because we don’t know what to do – it’s analysis paralysis. Doing nothing
may feel a better option instead of worrying about doing the ‘wrong’ thing.
“Maybe there’s a temptation to tune out the disorder and escape with the opposition to
Neptune. Apathy too is possible with Mars square to Neptune…seriously man, says Mars
pouring himself his third drink, what’s the point?
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“But in the midst of all this challenging pattern, the eclipse is conjunct the North Node. There
is an opening here, to use this potent energetic pattern to its highest frequency.
“Doing something is better than doing nothing. Virgo is real and present and she’s here to
help. Time to muck in and get this stuff sorted! Be part of the cure.
“Mars conjunct Saturn when working at its best is determined, brave enough to start long term
projects, authoritative enough to lead the way.
“Mars square Neptune is a spiritual warrior. Neptune feeds the Moon and Sun with great
compassion and Virgo energy takes that compassion and spreads kindness where she goes
through being of practical service.
“Doing nothing is just not an option with Virgo. A trine from the eclipse to Pluto emphasizes that
we have a measure of control here and it’s up to each and every one of us to use the power we
have for the betterment of our own lives and society as a whole.
“Ruler Mercury is retrograde suggesting that. We have to change our thinking to treat the
problem.
“Mercury is also exactly conjunct Jupiter and opposite Chiron. Sometimes, when something hurts,
it’s hard to understand but faith is key. Pain can be a great teacher.
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Copyright © 2016 LEAH WHITEHORSE

From CHAD WOODWARD from Kosmic Mind:
“This final solar eclipse of 2016 creates a powerful t-square with Neptune and the Saturn/Mars
conjunction. This will likely generate immense internal tension, especially for those of us with
placements in Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius, and Pisces.
“The Saturn/Mars conjunction suggests having a task or mission for which you can focus your
attention. Having a point of concentration with something you’re attempting to accomplish will
help to relieve confusion, distraction, or escapist tendencies.
“Mercury retrograde, the ruler of this eclipse, invites you to slow down and take your time when
considering your options at the moment.
“Accept that not all the information you need is available yet. And due to its backward movement,
may bring situations from the past into conscious view.
“It’s important to consider that this eclipse is a time to increase your awareness of opportunities
you may not have been fully conscious of. These opportunities may assist you greatly in
reorganizing your life and getting yourself back on track…”
“Dealing with the Saturn/Mars conjunction can feel like coming up against the resistance of
reality’s harsh limitations. But Neptune in Pisces suggests that contained within those limitations
is a clear view to a new vision.
“Consider this eclipse passageway as a point of transition into a new landscape.
“If you work consciously with it, you’ll find it easier to accept reality the way that it is without
losing hope or your ability to dream of new possibilities for your life.
“If the eclipse presents you with a crisis, trust that it will resolve itself in the following days or
weeks.
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“Remember, an eclipse tends to amplify unconscious contents. What is emerging is not so much
concerned with the ego’s comfort.
“The psychic instability of the eclipse is a reminder that ultimately the unconscious underwrites
the life events we actually experience in our waking life.
“As unsettling as that realization can be, it’s also liberating to know that we don’t always need to
fix things; often, life has a way of coming to its own resolutions if we get out of the way. “
Copyright © 2016 CHAD WOODWARD

From the insightful DIVINE HARMONY:
“With the Solar Eclipse in Virgo and the following Lunar Eclipse in Pisces- we are being asked
to bridge body and Spirit in new and more masterful ways.
“Virgo is a sign that is present, discerning and embodied- while Pisces is mystical,
otherworldly and magical.
“Virgo and Pisces are the signs of the Priestess- the one who sits between the worlds and
mediates them so that the sacred can be discovered concealed in the profane.
“The coming lunar cycle is a powerful time to show up and do our inner work so that the
mystical, spiritual, otherworldly visions we have within us can take root and manifest in our
lives!
“This Solar Eclipse in Virgo is extra potent as it is aligned with the evolutionary North Node
and it triggers the Saturn/Neptune square.
“With the North Node activated by the Sun/Moon conjunction this Eclipse is setting into
motion a brand new evolutionary path for us- personally and collectively.
“Yet we must remember the North Node growth is not the easy path. It’s the place where we
are pushed out of the nest and we have to figure out how to fly falling down…
“With the Saturn/Neptune square involved there is a need to get really clear, discerning and
aligned with the deepest reservoirs of integrity and self honesty right now- and Virgo can
teach us that.
Saturn square Neptune makes the fine line between Truth and lies, reality and illusion very
nebulous and unclear. It’s easy to delude or deceive ourselves. It’s easy to lie to ourselves
and believe it. We need to be really clear with ourselves about where our growth edge…
“Mars is past exact conjunction with Saturn but is still within orb and the Sun will trigger
both Saturn and Mars in the hours and weeks following the Eclipse (Sun square Saturn later
that evening on 9/1 and Sun square Mars on 9/13).
“This can bring a heavy energy to the days and weeks that follow but harnessed well this
can be about mastery around what IS and taking positive, mature action around what needs
to happen as a result of facing reality.
“…This alignment brings two malefic planets together in a powerful conjunction. Mars is the
will, warrior and drive- and he governs anger, action, aggression and passion.
“Saturn is the Great Task Master that reigns us in, disciplines us and brings us karmic
lessons when we act without integrity.
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“Mars/Saturn can help us master our passions and ego drives but there can also be a
suppression energy going on where we really don’t want to reign it in but we are doing so in
unskillful ways or possibly acting out in this energy like a child who does not want to be told
what to do (even if what is being told is the best thing for us).
“This is great for discipline and doing the inner work- not so great for depression, repression,
aggression, stuckness and karma.
“If you can stay with the energy and not buckle under it nor aggressively fight it- you can
make this energy work for you… but its up to you to show up and take the Higher Path right
now!
“With Mars/Saturn we need to think long term benefit not short term reward. Since the Eclipse
activates this we are challenged to reign in our egos and ensure that any new beginnings we
commence are founded on maturity, integrity, honesty and discipline.
“If we react or do things in haste or from a place of impulsivity or reactivity- it can and will cost
us!
“Another amazing alignment in the Solar Eclipse chart is a beautiful Grand Water Trine between
Juno and Black Moon Lilith in Scorpio, Vesta in Cancer with the fixed star Sirius and Neptune in
Pisces on the South Node.
“Grand trines bring great gifts and in water the gifts are of intuition, sensitivity, empathy and
emotional connection with ourselves and others…”
“What is interesting is when you add in the Sun/Moon/North Node conjunction you have what is
called a kite formation. The watery, intuitive, psychic, cosmic and transdimensional gifts of the
Grand Water Trine get anchored by the Solar Eclipse.
“When we show up embodied, present and willing to do our inner and outer work– the gifts of the
grand trine will pour forth.
“The otherworldly energy of neptune and the Grand Water Trine needs a container- and the Solar
Eclipse in Virgo is the chalice that can hold all the potent mystical, feminine energies hidden right
in front of our very eyes!
“The inner work we do on ourselves is what clears the blockages in our field that prevent us from
being the empty chalice that is ready willing and able to be filled by Spirit- so focusing on our
inner work/shadow work, making necessary self adjustments, and deepening in our integrity, self
honesty and Truthfulness with others is a prerequisite to fully accessing all the gifts of this watery
trine (and let me tell you it will be well worth it!)”
“I leave you with the Star Sparks meditation for 10 Virgo by Ellias Lonsdale…
Copyright © 2016 DIVINE HARMONY
STARSPARKS~Ellias Lonsdale
Virgo 10 A pin cushion
“This is a gathering point, a focus of awareness, a sphere of sharp, clear intent. We have agreed
to (show up) in a very particular way. And we are holding ourselves to this task with acumen,
precise applied capacity.
“All of us go into the gathering point. There is no observer. There is no greater picture. There is
simply the willingness, the ability, and the task that is drawn to match what we can do and what
we have agreed to do.
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“If we are devoted to such a micro level of intensive rightfulness, this reveals that we have
standing behind this straight plain track, a goodness, a caring and loving quality of participation in
what is needed.
“Yet we prefer to not even look this far. We would much rather not think about ourselves at all
and just become what is here in the foreground in a very literal self-giving.
“There is a peculiar feeling tone around the edges of this exemplary service. The sense is that we
are working off our self-important syndromes and almost abasing ourselves within the mundane,
the external, the endlessly specific and particular details of ordinary life.
“We can recognize that a guilt and shame, a self-conscious set of memories are lurking in the
background. And we can realize that this outer deeds way of working these things out is as
binding as we insist that it must be.
“But we can also shift the pattern as we wear it out, and no longer feel we owe it to anybody to
be as purely selflessly helpful as any soul can be.
“It is very hard to get a good angle on this one. It takes a lot of painful ordeals before we relent
against our own best intentions. But sooner or later, we do outlive what we have set up for
ourselves so strictly.
“And then we can breathe into this space with a deeper kind of self-surrender, the kind where we
get ourselves back refreshed, restored.”
Copyright © 2016 Ellias Lonsdale
ECLIPSE Blessings to all!
~MM
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COSMIC RAYS OPEN the HEART CHAKRA
The hard way or the easy way

There are profound and intense energies happening at this time. Do not ask for any upgradment
for your biological unit or your emotional unit. The energies that come forth moving at Millions of
miles a second come forth from deep space, from a supernova that turned into a white hole.
The white hole pours itself forward into the center of our Earth-heart. These energies have no
consciousness; they only have a mission to move throughout the cosmos and deposit their truth
in living beings.
Because man is a hybrid and stardust runs in his veins, anything that comes forth from deep
space brings an SOS, a memo, a deep remembrance and activation. The energies that come forth
pouring into the human heart do so at the request of the Divine Creator. For even though his
presence is not seen as much as in days of old, the rhetoric we still hold with divinity always
reaches its Source and Source always answers.
As Earth moves into more tidal waves of light, they will penetrate the cell membranes, working
forward like a worm in an apple towards the DNA, bringing forth Revival in a biological tent. We
will all come to a point of saying stop…. ‘uncle’! The penetration of these energies are so deep they are living photons of light, they are living Stardust. They come forth as cosmic rays with no
barricades of any kind, dispersing their molecular intent into all areas of our human life from
moods to weather to health. Their entrance point has always been at the heart of a solar low.
They are aggressive and demanding and they make you look at what you do not want to see,
inwardly and outwardly. Like a Personal trainer, they demand more of you than you think you are
capable of giving
We all come to a conjunction within ourselves. Each human being has a point of weakness, an
Achilles heel of sorts. These living photons of light supercharged on every level, penetrate like an
Immaculate Conception cosmic sperm, without one's written permission.
Change has been forced on us in the last 2 years; everything we knew has now been turned
upside and gives way to virtual. The internet is a living Library, a category of thoughts, a
volunteer akashic record. Everyone wants to be remembered; they want to be seen; they want to
be felt; they want to be known. Most human beings in a room full of people feel like a five-yearold at their first birthday party dressed to the nines but completely out of their comfort zone.
These incoming Cosmic bursts will take you out of your comfort zone, making you look at all
categories and genres that you never thought you would address. They will bring forth deep
cellular memories of what has to be completed, as we get closer and closer to the 999. Humans
waste so much time being afraid and mad at everything and everyone around them, pointing
fingers at parents, presidents, and past lives, not taking the fullness of responsibility for any type
of creation.
The effects of what comes forth before this 999 will dive deep into our soul and cells; I have no
idea in truth what they bring. However, I do know as I prep for these energies; that change is a
simple word compared to what we're about to go through. We flippantly ask for adventure; we
asked for true love; we ask for more of whatever else we think we need and deserve. At this point
of energy, the universe is pointing its Cosmic finger at our human destiny and asking us to receive
a truth that's deeper than we have ever received. A truth that is not earthly or human of nature.
Contracts will be fulfilled; businesses will be changed; families will be separated, and joined
together simultaneously.
Like one that enters a transporter where the molecules and the atoms are discombobulated in
order to be transported to another location, we are dimensionally strung about. As 999 comes
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forth, we come to a point of concise gathering within self. At this point of energy, we can put our
fingers in our ears but I guarantee the soul knows how to read lips
Most people are at the breaking point emotionally, financially, energetically, as life around us
changes everything. People and animals that we love, leave us with a big empty hole. We look for
things to fill that hole, people, food, chocolate, sex, rock and roll. But nothing seems to work as a
great wind blows thru the emptiness in the heart.
When the universe looks at us, it sees all of our fractured parts, secrets, regrets and sadness, the
universe sees our personal black hole and still loves us. It sees the holes in our hearts, in our
hopes, and yearns to fill them with what is good. The healing has begun, dear ones; it started
early in 2016. As we enter the ninth month of all that is, unto the ninth day, in the year of 9, we
complete; no matter who we are, what we do, what we have or what we believe, we will
complete!
People are tired and heavy with emotion. They are sad and they just do not know what to do
anymore. They look at their world and they wonder how they got to this point. Many think about
the world they would create. The world they would create, a world filled with the best and highest
goodness of people. A world where everyone would just love. A world that would be laced with
forgiveness and filled to the rim with hope for a shiny future, blue skies and a clean ocean. It
would be a place filled with happy endings to every story, with true love, miracles, laughter and
undiluted joy.
We are at a starting point and a finishing point simultaneously. The gates haven't opened, and yet
the gates are about to close. It is important that we run our very best race. It is important that
we walk forward each day with goodness in our hearts.
Yes, we are filled with The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly DNA from all time. Yes we are filled with
primordial ooze. Yes, some of our ancestors were Flintstone like. Yes, some of our ancestors came
from deep space. We are the great experiment. The universe took everything good about itself
and placed it within us. However, it also scooped up DNA that would help us survive the cosmic
flush, help us to become comfortable in our animal nature if necessary to survive, to embrace all
of our faces then look for the common denominator. We are survivors from the future, and we are
survivors of the past.
Yes, we hold the codes for the future. If the world's gone to hell in a hand basket and everything's
upside down like a four-year-old looking at the ceiling, what can we do as a species? What you
can do, dear ones, is dig deep into your soul, your heart, your memory and scoop up the very
best of humans. Hold it in your cupped heart and never let it go.
We as people can try a little harder to be kind to strangers for, believe it or not, most of them are
angels in guise taking a day off from their Heavenly chores. We can be compassionate to those in
need instead of looking away because our pocketbooks are empty. Our earth-heart wants to give
but we have so much trauma, drama and burdens heaped upon us each day, we dare not enter
that place. We cannot allow ourselves to feel that deep and still hold together the skeleton of our
holographic creation.
As humans we are often stingy with our love, time, and our money. We sometimes give in ways
that don’t matter. People do not need any more stuff: they need to clean the Ley lines and grids of
their home, of their heart, of their past, and to prepare a sacred place, a clean place for the
future.
As we begin our journey into the 999 of completeness, the doorways through all time will be
shown, what doorway you choose to walk through will be your Soul's choice. For your humanness
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in the upcoming energy current, is just along for the ride. Like a new pilot in training, you have no
true control of the situation.
The universe looks down upon its creation and sighs. Not a sigh of relief, but a sign of sadness.
Like any parent, the universe looks at its children and wonders where it went wrong. How did
these beautiful beings lose their compassion, their inherent goodness, their love for each other?
How did the common denominator of good disappear from the bloodline of so many?
The cosmic rays from deep space and the white hole from the ancient supernova, will Propel
forward Into the Heart of every living thing. It is this heart connection that will install a trait, that
Humanity that has somehow dissolved in the evolution of the species. As the heart is penetrated
with these cosmic rays, electrical pulses will activate parts of the brain and memory that have
been hidden or closeted away. It is a Time of cleansing and cleaning the house of your soul. It is a
time to forgive yourself for past transgressions in actions and thoughts and deeds.
You are a biological unit of light; you are a holy ambassador of love in human form. Don't try so
hard, dear ones, but allow the softness of the incoming light to penetrate your heart opening the
door to a planetary healing. Allow this energy to transform you into a place of peace, not outside
yourself, but within yourself.
Then as a candle of light join others, Heart-light to heart-light to become a
Candelabra of Hope for planet Earth.
*** from Gillian: I fully experienced this energy and thought for sure I was out of here. Several
people I love dearly did leave. During this energy event, many will have the symptoms of a heart
problems, seizures, strokes (cancel clear); it will affect the electrical system in the body. If there
are any blocks, it will address them. Keep your water intake high; eat more small fresh meals, not
heavy; get enough sleep. Tell your body it will all be ok, show it love, and ask it to release all
fears.
For more scientific information about these cosmic gamma rays go to spaceweather.com
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The realms have begun to shift

I am he that is known as Michael. I am he that has stood behind you, who has backed you, who
has separated you from your grief, from your angers, from your limitations. I am he that walks
with you on this day. I ask that you beckon and call upon me to stand to the front, to the back, to
the left, to the right, above and below of your energies. I ask you to call to me on a daily basis
and ask me to cover you with my protection.
The realms have begun to shift like two tectonic plates that slide side by side. In this sliding, there
is a surface difference. There is a crack in-between the worlds, between the dimensions and
between known realities. The energies of this tectonic tilting comes forth in the form of earth
shifts, personal shifts, heavenly shifts. This tectonic energy and tectonic flux will affect your
biological body. There will be separation within body, mind, and thought process. What this means
is that the body will react differently as though a time shift has occurred, separating action and
human thought. You will have a thought; there will be a pause, and the body will then react.
There is a time-lapse between thought and biological function. You will do something but you will
not have memory of doing it in this realm.
This time space definition in-between thought and biological action is deliberate. There will be
delayed reactions on everything on earth, for you are going though a time shift that will affect
everything and all actions, and re-actions. This is gives your mind an opportunity to change, and
shift slowly. In that one celestial pause, the Light is hoping that you will embrace change and stop
fighting your divinity.
Time will feel sufficiently slowed down enough so that you can almost see the flower bloom. You
can see the seed begin to sprout. You can see the hummingbird’s wings motionless. You have
already begun to notice this as your sun rises and sets. There is a difference that is noticeable,
and felt on the subtle levels of your being. Everything and everyone knows something has
changed.
You are given a slowing of time so that you can expand-- not contract. You are given in between
time to move away from the contractions of your world, of your money, of your health, of your
thoughts, into the expansions of the divinity that needs to be more involved in life, in money, in
the future of earth.
In this time-slowing event, in this methodical plodding of energies, see it as God breathing healing
light into what pains you, into what limits you, into what holds you captive and a victim of
circumstance. Allow the energies of the universe to breathe through you. In God’s eyes –
expansion and contraction are but one.
Time and energy will slow down enough to allow you to heal the tears in time.
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